INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, DAMMAM
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT – I, JUNE 2013

SUBJECT: ENGLISH  CLASS V  TIME: 2 Hours

Name : ____________  Marks  Orals:  /10
Roll No.: ______  Written:  /50
Section: ______  Total:  /60

Instructions
Answer all the questions.
Read the questions thoroughly before answering.
Recheck the paper before submitting.

Part-A
Do as directed.

I. Circle the correct spelling.  

(½)

a) Immediately, immediatley, immediatealy

b) Jewelry, jewellary, jewellery

II. Under line the correct word in the given sentences.  

(½ x 2 = 1)

a) The river flew/flowed slowly.

b) We could hear the rustle/clatter of the leaves.

III. Write suitable predicate for the following.  

(½ x 2 = 1)

a) Dorothy’s family ____________________________________________.

b) The sun ____________________________________________________.

IV Fill in the blanks using the past tense form of the given verb.  

(½ x 4 = 2)

a) Lady Macbeth __________ the candle.(light)

b) This dress __________ a lot of money.(cost)

c) Geethu __________ a new cycle.(buy)

d) The patient __________ in the bed (lie)
V Fill in the blanks using articles wherever necessary. (½ x 8=4)

a) I saw _______ accident this morning. _______ car crashed into _______ tree. _______ driver of _______ car wasn’t hurt but _______ car was badly damaged.

b) _______ peacock is _______ national bird of India.

VI Give the meaning of the following words. (½ x 4=2)

a) moaning-

b) whirlled-

c) awkward-

d) glare-

VII Give the opposites of the given words. (½ x 3=1 1/2)

a) entrance

b) defy

c) briskly

VIII Make meaningful sentences using the given words. (1 x 3=3)

a) terrible

b) pretend

c) hesitated
IX Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb given in brackets.

(½ x 6 = 3)

a) Water __________________ at 100 degree Celsius.(boil)
b) It __________________ now.(rain)
c) Raju __________________ his home work just now.(complete)
d) Sohan __________________ when his friend came to see him.(study)
e) Gayathri __________________ to the park yesterday.(go)
f) When Ramu reached the bus stop, the bus __________________ already.(leave)

X Complete the following with the help of the given clues.

(1)

a) During the festival season everywhere was decorated with f___ t___ s. (long thin pieces of coloured paper used for decoration)

b) The court d___ d ___ d that strike action was illegal.(said loudly)

XI Rewrite the sentence correctly.

(1/2)

a) Maya did not pay the fee because she forgot the purse at home.

XII Fill in the blanks using the correct word.

(2)

(scattered, clutched, screamed, waded, strode)

a) She __________________ the flowers in the hand.
b) Somebody __________________ for help.
c) He __________________ into water.
d) The leaves were __________________ under the tree.

XIII Underline the verb and state the tense.

(4)

a) Summaiyya submitted her project book.

b) The campers were trekking up the hills.

c) Mike is jogging on the track.

d) Ice floats on water.
XIV Change one of the given sentences into past perfect tense form and join the two sentences to rewrite as one sentence.

a) John reached the station. The train left.

b) Ann reached school. The bell rang.

XV Do as directed.

a) Little Red Riding Hood went to see her grandmother in the forest. (change into past perfect tense).

b) Alice attends the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party. (change into past continuous)

c) Mowgli grows up to become the Master of the jungle. (change into simple past tense)

d) Rip Wan Winkle and Wolf wandered among the woods and hills. (change into present continuous tense)

XVI Combine the two sentences using the underlined word as an adjective.

a) My uncle lost his stick. He used that for walking.

b) George saved the boy. The boy was drowning.

XVII Fill in the blanks using one word.

a) The trees in Amrita’s village protected them against _____________.
b) The sound of the wind was _____________ like a jet engine.
c) Out of the six questions set, Swaminathan had answered the first question to his _________________.
d) ________________ had become a writing machine in the examination hall.
XVIII Complete the following sentences. (3)

a) Swaminathan would have felt more comfortable if

__________________________________________________________________________.

b) When Amrita’s tree crashed to the ground,

Amrita______________________________________________________________________.

c) When the headman started singing a hymn

__________________________________________________________________________.

XIX Write down whether the following sentences are true or false. (1 ½)

a) The headman told Tapu that the cave was a safe place during cyclone._________

b) Amrita was able to protect the tree which she liked the most.__________

c) On the last day of examinations, Swaminathan was not worried.__________

__________________________________________________________________________

PART – B

(Answer the following in the given answer sheet)

XX Answer the following questions. (1 ½ x 3 = 4 ½)

Q1) Why were the trees so important for Amrita?

Q2) Why was Swaminathan eager to come out of the examination hall?

Q3) What made Tapu and the narrator stop and stare?

XXI Annotate the following

a) ‘All of us sat in the cave and were silent.’ (2)

1) Who does all refer to?
2) Why were they silent?

b) ‘These tree huggers will pay for disobeying me!’ (1 ½)

1) Who were the tree huggers and why did they disobey?
XXII Write a paragraph using any one of the given hints. (4)

a) Sports and games____ necessary part of life. Education to mind ______ sports and games to body.____ provide physical exercise____ make strong and smart____ make our body elastic____ provide relaxation and entertainment____ instill our minds the spirit of healthy competition ,discipline, sportsmanship, team spirit , positive thinking____ improves health, concentration, personality

OR

b) Trees said to be green gold ____all parts useful____ give us shade, food, medicine, other things __purify air, prevent soil erosion __collect rain underground __control atmospheric temperature___ home of many creatures___ all animals depend on trees directly or indirectly____ without trees no life on earth____ protect trees protect ourselves____ protect our mother earth